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Dedication

To the queer, weird, or both.
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PARTY OF IMMORTALS: ARTIST STATEMENT
I am the cook of a queer kitchen for characters. Who wants to come out? Where’s
the seasoning? So far I’ve had a nonbinary Hebrew angel, a trans Dionysus, a drag dragon,
and an agender winter spirit inhabit my physical form. Each mythic persona is meant to
serve a new dish on the table. Lailah externalizes her/my spiritual awakening. Dionysus
realizes his/my ideals of re-normalizing nudity. Darastrix serves in reaction to the history of
womanhood and investigates the strange and magical beginnings of her/my childhood.
Perchta practices durational performance and processes its/my Austrian heritage.
Zines are self-produced, self-published bodies of work meant to be shared, given,
sold, mailed, bought, traded, etc. They often serve in queer and punk community as a
counter culture to a rigid publishing industry. Zines could be produced anywhere, with home
or office printers, with collage and found images, and be handed out anywhere, in a coffee
shop or a performance venue. These zines I have created are meant to bridge a gap
between individualistic literature and the collective interdisciplinary mnemonic tradition of
passing on stories. A book is (mostly) written and published once, zines are reprinted and
rewritten, and mnemonic stories change and transition forever. My zines serve a kind of
poetic function that focuses on a message while straying from the usual linearity of
literature.
Both these zines and my character’s performances serve as an invitation to myself
and others to be free in the creative process. My goal is to lean further towards a sense of
collective creative work in this ongoing series. I invite anyone inspired to create their own
interpretations of Lailah, Dionysus, Darastrix and Perchta, whether in their mind, or in
painting, collage, performance, narration, poetry, or any form of creativity. Would you join
my queer kitchen?
HYAZINTH BAUMANN
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ON THE SHORT FILM: IMMORTAL MOLDY STRAWBERRIES
The majority of “Immortal Moldy Strawberries” was filmed during the last
two weeks of school in May 2021. It started as a creative proposition by my dear friend
Thomas Harris. He showed me a wikipedia page “Lailah (angel).” I immediately fell in
love with her story. I got all the supplies for the character for my birthday on April
28th. Thomas and Alex were the first to be filmed as Divina and Calypso, inspired by
John Waters’ Divine and Shakespeare’s The Tempest as adapted by Daphne Guiness,
Simon Foxton and Nick Knight. The day I received my supplies I put on my costume,
and Alex, Thomas and I painted it together under the warm May sun.
I first performed as Lailah on May 18th for what Thomas and I dubbed as
“Cocoon scene.” I meditated for an hour before this moment, and again before each
filming. I remember trying my hardest to stay still upright on a small rock while
Thomas wrapped me roll and after roll, first with toilet paper, then with the colorful
party streamers we bought online.
The first half of the short film’s poetry is written by Thomas, the songs are
written and produced by me, and the later poetry is a collaborative effort. The final
poem, spoken by Alex(playing Calypso) was written by Thomas and I. We texted each
other various lines of words and poetry that I later put together into one succinct
piece. I was in charge of the sound, and Thomas the video editing. We would send our
progress back and forth throughout the year, the film informing the sound, and the
sounds informing the film.
Costume creation, performing, collaborative poetry, sound production, were all
firsts for me. Lailah and this short film has inspired an ongoing series of immortal
characters through writing and performance. This has now culminated as my Senior
Project and work that I plan for after graduation. Immortal Moldy Strawberries will be
available to be viewed in person for the duration of my show, and will continue to be
available via youtube.
HYAZINTH BAUMANN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awCPbmeT3Dk
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